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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. It is the last line of defense between you and an
overheating engine. Just because the radiator fan is not on does not mean that it is not working.
They are designed to only run when needed. There are a few simple reasons that the fan would
not be cycling on. If it is blown, replacing the fuse will only solve the problem for a very limited
period of time. Unless the wiring issue is fixed, the fuse will blow again. The wiring harness
itself can go bad. Your author has personally had a shredded tire completely pull the fan wiring
out of his vehicle. It can happen. The fan wiring is some of the more vulnerable wiring in your
Uplander. You can test the voltage going from the fan relay to the fan itself. This video from
Ratchets and Wrenches is a phenomenal resource on how to properly diagnose a wiring
problem. Your engine temperature sensor is responsible for relaying your engine temp to the
ECU. Once the temp gets so hot, the ECU commands the radiator fan to come on. Depending on
the model year and engine, the location varies. If it does end up being this sensor, they are very
affordable. Without the coolant hitting the sensor, the temp reading will be significantly lower
than the actual engine temp. Adding coolant to a radiator dry enough not to trigger the engine
temp sensor can cause problems from drastic temperature change. Let it cool down first. Like
any other clutch, a fan clutch will wear out over time. If everything else seems on the up and up,
the springs in the fan clutch have worn past the point of proper function and can no longer do
their job. Of all the ones listed above, start with the coolant level, then check the fuse. Fan
Clutch Like any other clutch, a fan clutch will wear out over time. If there is anything that you
would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck!! Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. They called me back but I found a SUV some where
else. I only can rate them that they called back and the question I had were answered very well.
Such great people second car we bought from them. My Dad bought a car from them the day.
Salesman Jerome is very helpful caring understanding to customer. He is honest of what he
does on his job. He is a GOOD peson. Honest dealers who choose not to play the used car
game. Their salesman are paid hourly, not by commission, so the sticker price is the actual
price of the car. No one in their right mind would buy that car. They should at least try to repair
it. They Answered,and Cindy Ortega the Associate that took care of everything was very
professional. Dan Q was awesome! Very responsive and helpful. I did not end up buying the car
but would more definitely recommend this dealership and Dan. I purchased a jeep grand
cherokee 3years ago and they were great all around Professionals and my jeep is still wonderful
today. Joe the sales rep did a great job. Most everything was handled over the phone. I had a
great experience. The car was only ,but when he ran debit card,the receipt stated that he added
an extra dollars!! Never do business with them please!! Have my receipts still!! They are no
good to deal wth,very unprofessional. They promised a warranty on the website but when I
purchased the vehicle they sold it to me "As Is". All of their vehicles are sold that way. Very
helpful. Got right back with me. Very willing to make a deal. Excellent personality. Didnt even
show us a vehicle they just wanted to get us financed as soon. As we hit the parking lot. Very
disappointed. The car buying experience was easy efficient through and I know if I'm in the

market again I would buy a car from them again and recommend buying a car from here. Got
about one response per 24 hours. Rude staff, overpriced cars. Pretty much told me to beat it
after trying to negotiate price which by the way is about 3, above market value. I did get a
chance to test drive this car and it was a nice car. While I'm waiting for the down payment
money to arrive, the car was sold I guess, so I'm still trying to find make a decision something.
Great sales team and overall very up front and great at communication. Purchased my Truck
online and had it delivered. Colin R. He kept me informed and updated me periodically until my
vehicle was delivered. I'll be back fellas! Always say they specialize in helping those with bad
credit then turn ya down and email a lot and try to get people to come and apply again right
away. Called on a Sunday and was able to show even on his day off! Easy process exceptional
value. Will keep in mind for other cars in the future. For the , the Chevy Uplander crossover
sport van got a couple new side impact airbags and an available 3. The second edition of this
vehicle comes in 7 trims and sports a standard 3. All 7 trims have 4 doors and seat 7. Gas
mileage comes out to 18 mpg in the city and 25 on the highway. Need room for some junk in
your trunk? The Uplander has either While the Uplander may look like it can tow, max capacity
only amounts to about lbs. Overall, drivers like the smooth handling and cool interior features.
On the other hand, a van should have at least a little more power and the side airbags don't
cover all three rows. Pick up an '06 Uplander if you don't mind sacrificing a little substance for
some style. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in
their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Uplander listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Lake Ford helped
make these videos. When the air conditioner in your Chevrolet Uplander starts blowing hot air,
you likely have a freon leak. Most refrigerants include a leak sealer that will seal small leaks in
addition to filling the Ra refrigerant. If there is a problem with your compressor or evaporator,
adding freon will not restore cooling. How to add freon to your Chevrolet Uplander: hook up the
can of refrigerant likely ra to the low pressure port. When your compressor kicks on, add freon
to the correct pressure. In addition to cooling, freon lubricates the compressor when it runs.
Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He
has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road.
Leaking coolant is usually a sign that your water pump needs to be replaced. This video shows
you how to quickly plug it. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They
also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks
to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace a burnt out DRL. DRLs are on
more than your headlights. They burn out faster and should be replaced regularly. Top up
power steering fluid. Help keep your car as responsive as you are by maintaining proper power
steering fluid levels. Plug minor coolant leaks. Replace an interior fuse. See all videos for the
Buick Terraza. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything I
have driven this van since and it has almost k miles. The body still looks good with just a tiny
rust spot and the transmission is acting up a little in cold weather but this van has done
amazing by me and my family. I would definitely choose a Chevrolet for my next vehicle as this
one has been a great purchase for me, you couldn't ask for much more than what I have gotten
out of this vehicle in the past 13 years. Don't complain about it too much. Just the way the
suspension is set up along with the placement of the fuel pump it causes the gas to run away
from the pump so it runs out of gas very easily. Like most chevys also the alternator dies very
quickly and the placement on the motor is very difficult to access. I love the DVD player for my
children. Plenty of room in the back for groceries and folding back seats are great to. The air
conditioning works really well after all these years. The sliding doors are also really easy to
open for my children. Over all a great van for my family. Reliability and power are a couple of
great features of this van. The rear seats are very heavy and hard to remove and reinstall. If you
have it tuned up, be ready to pay up! The V6 spark plugs are very hard to get to. The engine

mounts are unbolted and the engine jacked forward to reach the plugs! Besides that we have
had the van over 10 years and it's never let us down! Love this van and I wish GM would start
making them again!!! The Uplander is a great family van. It has good gas mileage in town and on
the highway. The removable seats are easy to install and remove. Having sliding door on both
side make it easy to get the kids out of the van on the safest side of the van. The auto locking
doors are great to keeping the kids in the van when the van is in drive or reverse. I've owned
this vehicle for about 3 years now and have no substantial issues with it. I bought it used and
the electric sliding doors didn't work, but otherwise everything is functional. I've only had to pay
for routine maintenance. My kids have enjoyed having the DVD player. It has close to , miles at
this point. I love my uplander. It has plenty of space and f looking for a family car, love the
screen that it has for kids to enjoy movies. I also like the you can cancel the music in the back
you can live both world lol. The door are automatic. The back seats I can put down if I am in
need of space. It's a eco friendly van. Save up a lot on gas since I got it haven't had problems
with it. It's a little touchy on the gas but over all runs great. It needs a new oil filter and I just
replaced the bulbs. It does not run terribly but the transmission is starting to go and my heat
doesn't work. Neither does my radio. It is reliable to get you to where you need to go but it is a
beater for sure. I have had my van for 12 years. I have had to have some bigger repairs on it
throughout the years, but mechanically it is still in good shape. My biggest complaint about the
van is the windshield wipers which fold down under the hood. It has plenty of room in it and I
have used it for my kids, my grandkids, girl scouts and traveling. I love my van! I had to replace
the transmission at 75, miles. The steering wheel is difficult to turn and the DVD player stopped
working in just a few years after we bought the vehicle. In addition, the radio does not work very
often and the CD player stopped working on a regular basis in , CD's get stuck often. I would
not buy an Uplander in the future. I bought it from a used car lot approx. The reasons why I
decided to buy it are because I liked how it looks sporty. The DVD player. As well as easy
viewing for those riding in the back. The vehicle is just old and outdated so everything needs to
be fixed. The power locks do not work. There's kick back when I change gears. The 3 row seats
are torn and worn out. The engine is going out. The DVD player does not work anymore. The
radio had a shortage. I have had to get the transmission changed already. Otherwise it runs very
well. I do feel like perhaps I need to get the oil changed more often than what is normal. It is
sturdy and holds a lot of people. It is reliable and easy to drive. Easy to keep clean if you have
pets as well. It's a really great van it's tough like a truck. We got stuck in a bad snow storm and
we was able to get out of our driveway with this van. It's spacious for family and animals. It's
good on gas. The frame is tough we got rear ended and it just dented the bumper. It stayed for a
lot had a lot of expensive problems but I always have to keep the vehicle used okay condition
and it's been there through thick and thin for my family. The automatic doors no longer work but
it has new brakes the whole front end has been redone because of rust new brakes new tires oil
change when supposed to interior looks used but it's the family van and it's paid for and mostly
an excellent vehicle. It handles well while driving you feel secure like it is ripping the road. I like
that everything is automatic and easy to control and I like it has a DVD player in it. I do not like
the fact that it does not have a lot of get up and go. Having six children that are tall people it
does not feel like the manufacturers of minivans take into consideration real people sitting in
the chairs, it could have more leg room and it could have more headroom. I own a Chevy
uplander It is a great vehicle for the family. Mostly for the kids. The DVD player with headsets
are perfect for the young ones. I personally like the all wheel drive aspect of the vehicle. Kind of
delivers a little for the whole family. I have problems with de doors, they stuck a lot, the power
steel is my big problem, there are cost to much in repairs. And the lights,I do know is something
with electric problem, but they turn off a lot, every light cost almost 20 dlls. And the labor is
expensive. Too big, bad gas mileage, very comfortable, spacious can fit 7 people. Ride is
smooth, nice luggage space the back seat folds down for more storage. The reliability is very
good I have over , miles on it and plan on driving it for a couple of more years. It has almost ,
miles I have no major issues ever and it is a daily freeway driver love it best vehicle ever. Built
in car seat was great for the grandkids as was the built in DVD player with drop down screen
and wireless headphones. Room for the whole family and great on gas. I have miles and had no
problems with it. Is very reliable. I have had no performance problems,l really like the third row
seating it gets very good gas mileage. It's very roomy, with three teenagers l need all the room l
can get. I like all features it came with. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near
Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy
Reviews. Value Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. LS Fleet.
Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Jill B wrote on
November 17, William B wrote on October 8, Irene W wrote on September 28, David Skinner
wrote on September 28, Roxy P wrote on September 28, Beverly C wrote on September 27,

Mandy K wrote on September 9, J H van Baal wrote on August 31, Andrea A wrote on August 7,
Randy T wrote on August 6, Alexis H wrote on August 1, Angela S wrote on July 3, Liz P wrote
on May 2, Karla M wrote on January 3, Trice J wrote on October 26, Kirsten M wrote on October
26, Karen T wrote on September 19, Lindsey R wrote on September 19, Tracy B wrote on July
30, Jon R wrote on July 15, Brenda R wrote on July 15, Eric R wrote on July 15, Pamela S wrote
on July 15, Chuck M wrote on July 15, Continue to Overview. The Chevrolet Uplander is a
popular sport utility vehicle that offers a variety of Chevy's top technologies. Among these, the
model is equipped with keyless entry capabilities. With a keyless entry system installed, you
can remotely control the doors, locks, panic alarm and engine starter on your vehicle from a few
hundred feet away. You can program the remotes for the system in just minutes from your car,
using only your ignition key. Enter your Uplander with your keyless remote and ignition key,
and shut all of the vehicle doors behind you. Insert your key into the ignition and press and hold
the "Unlock" switch on the driver's side door. You will have to hold it through the next step.
Cycle the key in the ignition to the "On" position and then back to the "Off" position twice in
quick order. Release the "Unlock" tab on the driver's side power locks and wait for the vehicle
to cycle the locks. The programming sequence wil
2013 infiniti jx35 manual
1960 impala parts catalog
2001 ford focus rear suspension diagram
l now be active and you can set the remote. Press and hold both the lock and unlock buttons
on your remote until the locks cycle again. This could take as long as 30 seconds to complete.
Cycle the ignition switch to the "On" position to end the programming sequence. Matthew
Fortuna is a full-time freelance writer with a journalism degree from Wayne State University,
living in the Detroit metropolitan area. Step 1 Enter your Uplander with your keyless remote and
ignition key, and shut all of the vehicle doors behind you. Step 2 Insert your key into the ignition
and press and hold the "Unlock" switch on the driver's side door. Step 3 Cycle the key in the
ignition to the "On" position and then back to the "Off" position twice in quick order. Step 4
Release the "Unlock" tab on the driver's side power locks and wait for the vehicle to cycle the
locks. Step 5 Press and hold both the lock and unlock buttons on your remote until the locks
cycle again. References Program Your Remote: Chevrolet.

